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1. Disinfection measures with alcohol disinfectant 

▪ Install alcohol disinfectant near the entrance of the venue to encourage sanitization of the auditors’ hands and 

fingers. 

▪With alcohol, sanitize a speaker’s microphone, PC, mouse, equipment, etc. for each lecture. 

▪With alcohol, sanitize a doorknob, table, platform, etc. for each lecture. 

2. Thorough ventilation 

▪Before and during the lecture, implement ventilation measures such as opening the door of the venue and controlling  

air-conditioning. 

▪In addition, request the auditors to wear face masks and alert them thoroughly. 

3. Enough space of the venue and avoidance of crowds 

▪Lay out the venue so as to keep a sufficient distance between the speakers and the auditors, respectively, to avoid crowds. 

▪Limit the number of auditors allowed into the venue to a certain capacity. 

4. In case the following cases are applicable, you are strongly requested not to audit the lecture. 

▪Having cold-like symptoms including fever, cough, soar throat or headache, or poor health. 

* The above-mentioned are considered as measures for the moment, but note that they are subject to change according to 

the situation. 

About “Image Sensing Seminar” Archive Video Recording and Delivery Service 

As a measure to prevent the spread of COVID-19 this year again, the number of attendees will be limited depending 

on the situation. Their numbers may decline compared with other years, but we will provide a seminar archive video 

delivery service for applicants for attendance. (Published to the registered applicants for attendance in a limited 

manner) 

Video delivery will start sequentially in about one week after the session. (Delivery period: Scheduled to be from Jun. 

23 to Jul. 21) 

[Usage fee] (Archive video streaming from the website of the Image Sensing Show) 

¥80,000 plus consumption tax for each lecture (50 minutes) 

* Our exclusive filming crew will take care of videotaping, ensuring that seminar videos are archived and streamed with high 

picture quality and high sound quality (clear sound). 

* The lectures to be presented at the venue on that very day will be videotaped in full length. Note that we cannot accept 

requests for processing or editing the images and sound. 

* A list of audience will be handed over to a lecturer company after the delivery period. 

 

2023 Image Sensing Show 

Secretariat: Advanced Communication Media Co., Ltd. 



 At the 2023 Image Sensing Show, we will hold the“Image sensing seminar”as a place 
to introduce the new product information and technologies of each exhibitor. 
We hope you will make use of it as a place to introduce the latest image technology 
information and new product information. Also, you can expect synergy with your exhibit 
by guiding the audience to your exhibition booth.
 To make the seminar draw attention as a place to deliver the latest trend of image 
processing technologies, the secretariat will notify and solicit through the website, 
e-mail news, etc. to actively secure the audience.　
* Applications are accepted on a first-come first-served basis.

●Schedule: June 14 (Wed.),to 16 (Fri.), 2023,10:00 to 17:00 (50 min. per lecture)　

             

Company: 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Address:
Contact:                                                 Phone: 
E-mail:  

　

2023 Image Sensing Show － Image Sensing Seminar

講演①

1

講演②

From the middle of April, we will start advance registration of attendance of audience at 
the exhibition’s website. For publication, please submit the information on a 
“subject and lecturer’s name,”an“overview of lecture (200 characters or so)” 
and an“intended audience”to the following e-mail address by Mar. 24 (Fri.).

PRESENTATION／REGISTRATION FORMPRESENTATION／REGISTRATION FORM

●Venue: Pacifico Yokohama,“Special seminar room”
               on the premises of the exhibition site (free audit)
●Lecture fee: 50 min. per lecture, ￥120,000 plus consumption tax
* The secretariat will providea projector and reception personnel. 
Audience information will be e-mailed to you in about one week after an exhibition period.

●Option usage fee (archive video streaming service): 50 min. per lecture, 
   ￥80,000 plus consumption tax
●Date and time of lecture: A lecture timetable will be decided by the secretariat for 
   each lecture topic.
●Application deadline: Mar.15 (Wed.)

●Please fill out the form, and send it to exhibit@adcom-media.co.jp 
   (Advanced Communication Media Co., Ltd.)

* To apply for giving a lecture, check the following boxes.

□ Lecture application limits (1)  ／  □ Apply for archived video delivery service (charged option).

●Subject, lecturer and other manuscript:  

□ Lecture application limits (2)  ／  □ Apply for archived video delivery service (charged option).

□ Lecture application limits (3)  ／  □ Apply for archived video delivery service (charged option).

* Cancellations made after the application deadline will be subject to a cancellation fee of the full amount of the fee.

E-mail:exhibit@adcom-media.co.jp (Advanced Communication Media Co., Ltd.)
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